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Thermoelectric Module: TEG070-40HT 
 

The thermoelectric power module is designed and manufactured by 
our unique technology for converting heat source directly into 
electricity. The module is a lead tin telluride based thermoelectric 
module that can work at the temperature of as high as 600 °C (1112 ºF) 
heat source continuously, and up to 650°C (1202 ºF) intermittently. 
The thermoelectric module will generate DC electricity as long as 
there is a temperature difference across the module. The more power 
will be generated when the temperature difference across the module 
becomes larger, and the efficiency of converting heat energy into 
electricity will increase. It can achieve much higher efficiency than 
Bismuth Telluride module if heat source temperature can go up to 600 °C 1112 ºF) due to its larger 
temperature difference.  

 
 

I. Dimensions (mm)                                                                          Conversion Rate  

        Noted: 

Conversion rate = Matched load output power/Heat flow 
through the module 
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II. Performance Curves of the Module                                                                                                                         
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Application Manual            

The power module has large thermal expansion. When the module is running and cycling over large 

temperature range, the proper mounting to ensure even pressure applied on module is very 

important. Please read through below before installation. 

 

Hot Side and Cold Side Identification: 

The modules will generate electricity only if there is a temperature difference cross the modules. So, 

you need to attach one side of the modules to a heat source and the other side to a cool source like 

heat sink to dissipate the heat coming from heat source through the modules.   

Our module is unique and different to others. The modules have cold and hot sides. You should 

attach the cold side to heat sink or heat exchanger, and hot side to heat source. Then the positive 

output is in red wire, if reversed, then in black color wire.   

 

The temperature on the hot side of the module can work at as high as 330C(716F) and intermittently 

up to 400C(750F). But the temperature at cold side of the module cannot work properly above 

200C(392F). So, if the mounting is reversed, and the cold side of module is attached to heat source 

above 200C(392F), the module will degrade quickly or fail immediately. So, please ensure hot side 

attached to heat source is very important.  

 

 

 

Left is the diagram to show which side of module is hot 

or cold one, where the wire direction faces you.  

 

The positive output will be on red color wire if the 

installation is correct. The reversed installation will 

lead to negative output from red color wire.  

       

       

   

 
 

 

Temperature Limits  

Temperature range of the TEG Hot side: -60C to +330C, Maximum 400C  

Temperature range of the TEG Cold side: -60C  to +180C, Maximum 200C  
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